About WeTeach_CS
WeTeach_CS educates, empowers, and inspires K-12 CS teachers, administrators, professional development providers, and
university instructors to realize the vision of computer science for all students. The Expanding Pathways in Computing (EPIC)
group at The University of Texas at Austin's Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) serves as the backbone organization
for the WeTeach_CS collective impact network which serves hundreds of districts, schools, and educators in Texas, across the
nation and around the world. WeTeach_CS is dedicated to broadening participation in computing for every student
regardless of race, gender, income, or location and leverages the TACC's internationally recognized computing expertise to
guide strategic improvement in computing education at a state and national level.

Terms of Use
The WeTeach_CS curriculum packages provide subscribing teachers and their students with E-Book style resources suitable
for corresponding high school level computer science courses (e.g., Computer Science 1, AP Computer Science A).
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Terms of Use apply to curriculum packages available through WeTeach_CS including:
• WeTeach CS For HS
• WeTeach_AP®CSA
Each curriculum is hosted in Canvas by the University of Texas at Austin.
Curriculum subscriptions are available on a per teacher basis and verified through a secure login using an individual
UT EID and password. Subscriptions may not be shared between teachers.
Teacher access requires signed approval from an authorized school or district representative, indicating they have
read and understood the Terms of Use and Student Data Privacy Policy. See below.
Use of any WeTeach_CS curriculum package is restricted to subscribing teachers and their students only during the
current subscription year and ceases at the designated ending date.
WeTeach_CS Student Accounts are student versions of each course, much like a student textbook, providing access
to all “read or view only” learning resources, and are available (but not required) as an option for each subscriber.
The cost for each student to use a WeTeach_CS Student Account is $5 per year, payable up front through the
UTakeIt online registration system.
All resources included in any WeTeach_CS curriculum package are copyrighted and owned by the University of Texas
at Austin and are solely for the use of the subscribers during the subscription period. No links (e.g., E-Lessons,
Google forms, videos) or downloadable materials (e.g., PDF files) are to be used outside of this time or shared at any
time with any non-subscribers.
If subscribers improperly use or provide any unauthorized person with access to any part of WeTeach_CS curriculum
packages in breach of the Terms of Use, a subscribers access to the Weach_CS curriculum will be revoked. No right,
title or interest in or to the WeTeach_CS resources or any content of WeTeach_CS resources is transferred to you,
and all rights not expressly granted are reserved by WeTeach_CS. Any use of the WeTeach_CS resources not
expressly permitted by these Terms of Use is a breach of these Terms of Use and may violate copyright, trademark
and other laws.
The development team at WeTeach_CS reserves the right to make changes as necessary to any curriculum resources
at any time, such as correcting any errors, adding value enhancements, updating information, etc. Subscribers will
receive notification for any significant changes made.

